assively parallel processors, encompassing from tens to thousands of processors, are emerging as a major archtecture for high-performance computers. Most major computer vendors offer computers with some degree of M parallelism, and many smaller vendors specialize in producing MPPs. These machines are targeted for both grand-challenge problems and general-purpose computing.
Architectures with parallel I/O subsystems
Here are some examples, in approximate chronological order, of massively parallel machines that include a parallel I/O subsystem: 0 Intel iPSC hypercubes: Each hypercube node has an extra link that allows an YO processor to hook onto it. Thus, the number of 1/0 processors can grow to the number of hypercube nodes. In the latest version (the iPSC/860), hypercube nodes are based on the i860 microprocessor, whereas 1/0 processors use an 803 86 chip. Each I/O processor has a SCSI bus with one or more disks, and services requests from all hypercube nodes. Requests and data are routed through the node to which the 1/0 processor connects. MasPar: A SIMD machine with up to 16K processors.' A grid and a three-stage router network connect the processors. The router also connects to a special IORAM of up to 1 Gbyte. This allows permutation of the data between the processor array and the I O W . The I O W , in turn, connects to multiple disk arrays via an YO channel. Each disk array is a RAID 3 arrangement with eight data disks and one parity disk.
Intel Paragon XP/S: A mesh-suuctured machine that allows different configurations of compute nodes and U 0 nodes. Compute nodes are based on the 8 6 0 microprocessor. Typically, the VO nodes are concentrated in one or more rectangular I/O partitions. The Paragon is based on experience with the Touchstone Delta prototype, a 16 x 36 mesh with 5 13 processing nodes and 42 VO nodes (32 with disks and 10 with tape^).^ kSR1: A multiprocessor based on the Allcache memory design, with up to 1,088 custom processors. Each processor can connect to an adapter for external communications. One of the options is the Multiple Channel Disk adapter, which has five SCSI controllers. Each node can have up to 20 disks attached to it, in increments of five. Software configuration allows nodes with VO devices to be used exclusively for VO, or also for computation. Thinking Machines CM-Y: A multicomputer based on a fat-tree network and Sparc nodes with optional vector units. I/O is provided by a scalable disk array, which is implemented as a separate partition of disk-storage nodes4 Each of these nodes has eight disks. The file system creates a single RAID 3 arrangement from all the disks in the array, with one parity disk and one spare. VO requests are coordinated by the control processor of the requesting partition and the I/O control processor, but data is transferred directly between compute processors and disk storage nodes.
0
Meiko CS-2: Amulticomputer composed of Sparc nodes, possibly with two Fujitsu vector units, connected by a multistage network. Scalar nodes (nodes without vector units) can be designated as YO nodes. All nodes have optional Sbus interfaces, which typically connect a local disk used for scratch space. Specially designated I/O nodes can connect a RAID device used for permanent storage.

IBM SPl and SP2:
A multiprocessor based on a multistage network and RS/6000 nodes.s Optionally, each node can connect to one or two disks for swapping and local scratch space. In addition, a LAN or special channels can connect external file servers. The SP2 distinguishes between thin nodes, which are streamlined for computation, and wide nodes, which are typically used as (VO) servers. Wide nodes have more microchannel slots and can support more disks. Cray T3D: A shared-address-space machine, with a 3-D torus architecture and DEC Alpha processors. The initial offering requires a frontend Cray Y-MP for YO. Future generations are expected to have integrated VO capabilities.
I
The systems discussed in this article are mostly tightly coupled distributed-memory MIMD (multipleinsmction, multiple-data) MPPs. In some cases, we also discuss shared-memory and SIMD (single-instruction, multiple-data) machines. We'll discuss three node types. Compute nodes are optimized to perform floating-point and numeric calculations, and have no local disk except perhaps for paging, booting, and operating-system soft- ware. I/O nodes contain the system's secondary storage, and provide the parallel file-system services. Gateway nodes provide connectivity to external data servers and mass-storage systems. In some cases, individual nodes can serve as more than one type. For example, the same nodes often handle I/O and gateway functions. The "Terminology" sidebar defines some other terms used in this article.
m y use an internalparallel I/O subsystem?
A parallel VO subsystem based on multiple VO nodes lets data transfer in parallel between compute nodes and YO nodes. Because it is based on the MPP's internal high-performance switching network and not an external network, it can efficiently handle the small, fragmented requests produced by parallel programs. By adding I/O nodes or disks, it can scale in bandwidth and capacity to keep up with increases in the number and speed of compute nodes. A parallel VO subsystem provides load distribution by scattering VO operations across multiple nodes. It also can provide reliability in the face of faults, and maintain data availability when a system element is down or being replaced. Figure A plots the F/b ratio (see the sidebar on terminoEgy) for some of these systems and others. The numbers are not exact: we use peak Flops (for 64-bit operands) and peak 1/0 bandwidth, for the maximal configuration advertised for each architecture. Numbers are from manufacturers' data, and are sometimes suspect: peak Flops might be inflated, while YO 
Arc bitectural c boices
There are several possible architectures for an internal parallel I/O subsystem (see Figure 3 ). T h e simplest architecture attaches disks to compute nodes (see Figure If the disks are attached to the network, rather than directly to specific nodes (see Figure 3b ), data cannot be collocated with a node that requires it. All compute nodes can access each disk, so each node should be able to access any data, with equal performance. However, the problem of mutual interference is not solved. Consider two applications writing two different files that reside on the same disk. T h e system software on the nodes running the applications must coordinate the block allocation on the disk, so that space is allocated properly. This requires some shared data structures with locks, and an access protocol to update them. In addition, there is no obvious place to buffer data of files shared by more than one process.
DEDICATED VO NODES
Most vendors select an internal I/O subsystem architecture that uses separate I/O nodes, complete with processor, memory, and disks (see Figure 3c ). drawbacks. One frequent argument against using dedicated 1/0 nodes is that the latency of I/O accesses will increase relative tb 1/0 from a local disk. Analysis of network 1/0 reveals that the dominant portion of access latency for small reads is disk access, which is on the order of tens of milliseconds (writes benefit from buffering that can remove the disk latency from their critical path). Current MPP interconnection networks have latencies of tens of micro-seconds. However, communication and file-system software can add milliseconds of latency to large requests if data is copied between software layers. Good design can reduce the overall latency of read requests to where it is dominated by disk latency.
Dedicated 110 nodes can help reduce access times below disk-access times by exploiting caching and prefetching. Often, multiple compute nodes request data that is not contiguous in a file, but the aggregation of the requests of the compute nodes is contiguous.* This situation occurs, for example, when an application has partitioned a file in a strided decomposition among its processes. It also occurs when processes are each reading from or writing to the current position of a shared offset into the file. Such applications are said to display interprocess locality. In this case, 110 from shared 110 nodes can produce lower latency than from a local disk. T h e reduced latency is due to prefetching initiated by the requests of other compute nodes. Recognizing such aggregate sequential behavior can also eliminate the small-write problem. T h e aggregate write accesses can completely overwrite file blocks that would otherwise be only partially modified. This strategy eliminates the need to fetch these blocks before modifying them.
Separating compute nodes from I/O nodes lets a computer be configured configurations with more or fewer disks as they are required would have to provide additional empty disk slots in each compute node. This would greatly affect the compute-node packaging density. T h e alternative is to configure compute nodes with either no local disk or a small one only for paging or temporary storage, allowing very compact compute-node packaging. T h e I/O nodes can each have multiple high-performance disks. T h e IBM SP2 uses such as strategy, where nodes are either thin (able to have only a small number of disks) or wide (able to have many disks). If disks are attached directly to each compute node, the CPU cycles are divided between computation and serving I/O requests. This not only reduces the cycles available for computation, but also causes unpredictable asynchronous interrupts that could working and secondary storage, and for tertiary storage.
Adding additional I/O nodes to a computer increases its cost. It might be cheaper to simply add disks and memory to the compute nodes already present, because additional processors and network ports are not required. However, the effect of asynchronous and unpredictable demands for VO on application processes will degrade performance, particularly if more than one application is running. System-software reliability remains a large issue in MPPs. If the same node doubles as a compute node and an VO node, the file-system server is vulnerable to node failures caused by application software. If a user writes code that crashes a node, the entire parallel file system might crash, at least temporarily. On the other hand, if the user runs in a dedicated partition, the nodes in that partition can restart without bringing down the whole system. In particular, there will be no effect on other applications and on nodes such as changing the number of VO nodes, and at the disk level by changing the number of disks.
I/O node configuration
How should a dedicated internal VO subsystem be configured? Following are a few guidelines that show how to tailor the configuration to meet performance goals. However, not all installations follow such guidelines. Often, budgetary factors outweigh technical considerations, and different installations require widely varying I/O and compute performance.
NUMBER OF DISKS PER NODE
Adding disks to a system increases the total storage capacity and provides additional bandwidth through parallel access. An I/O node's achievable bandwidth depends primarily on three parameters: the realized media-transfer bandwidth; the bandwidth of the channels from disk to the network interface, whether directly transferred across the I/O bus or staged through the processor memory; and the network interface's bandwidth.
T h e goal is to balance these bandwidths so that all components are fully used. If additional capacity is needed, more disks can be added, even if their total bandwidth is higher than required. Attaching more disks to existing VO nodes is less expensive than adding new YO nodes.
Data transfers to disk cannot be sustained at the media-transfer rate unless the accesses are purely sequential. T h e number of disks should therefore be such that their aggregate average bandwidth (rather than peak bandwidth) matches that of the I/O bus and network connection to the VO node.
Let n, be the number of disks per VO node. B,, is the average disk bandwidth. B, is the internal channel bandwidth. B. is the network-interface bandwidth. B,o is the VO node's realized bandwidth. T h e following relation holds:
Given current technology trends (with the system, based on the capabilities of the computt nodes, the realizable bandwidth of the YO nodes, anc the desired F/b ratio (the ratio of a computer's floatingpoint operation rate to its YO bit rate).
Let n, be the number of compute nodes; nzo be thc number of VO nodes; F be the flops of each computc node; and R be the desired F/b ratio. the best it can be, then n,o I n,.
The problem is deciding the desirec F/b ratio. A commonly quoted rule o thumb from the mainframe era, attribGefetching and buffering mechanism.
An YO efficiency factor, E, is the ratio of bytes moved over the WO-node network interface to bytes read or written from disk. T h e resulting equation is B, I min{E . B, . n,, E . B,, B"} E increases if data read from disk is reread by more than one application process before it is evicted from the buffer cache. E also increases if data that is overwritten several times is only written back to disk occasionally. E decreases if the block size used for accessing the disk is large compared to the amount of data moved over the network interface to satisfy requests. Similarly, if writes are small relative to the disk block size, and cannot be aggregated to cover complete blocks, then each block that is partially overwritten will be fetched from disk, updated, and then written back to disk. Storing redundant data such as parity can also reduce E, in the worst case requiring four disk block accesses to modify one byte of data.
N U M B E R OF r/o NODES
T h e number of VO nodes should be chosen to balance A common mode of operation on parallel supercomputers involves all the compute nodes working in parallel on disjoint parts of a large data set (typically in a loosely synchronous SPMD style). The data set is read from and written to disk, perhaps many times. For example, physical simulations might repeatedly output the whole system state every few time steps, and large data sets require out-of-core computations that iteratively shuffle data between memory and disk. Although such YO operations access large amounts of data in the aggregate, each processing element's contribution can be quite small (or a set of distinct small parts). These small accesses are not necessarily tightly synchronized. This implies strong interprocess locality and sharing of file blocks, and favors the use of a buffer cache on the VO nodes.* Such an arrangement allows a ;he amount of data moved across the network to handle small or nonalignedsingle disk access to service fragmented requests from multiple compute " requests is greater than the size of the requests-for example, if a full file block of data is moved to the compute node when a single byte of a file is read.
T h e equation becomes
The amount of memow r e q u i d on ~0 ,,des depends partly On the *@le supported by the file system. nodes, and saves the numerous disk accesses that would be required to serve them individually. It also lets disk scheduling be optimized. Several parallel file systems, including Intel CFS, nCube, and Vesta, use this approach (see the sidebar on file systems).
T h e buffer cache's size depends on how long it must keep the data. Given that we wish to use the disks and network at their full bandwidth, the residence time for data is n, . F of operations nr0 2 -E, . R . B,,
AMOUNT OF MEMORY PER NODE
T h e amount of memory required on YO nodes depends partly on the style of operations supported by the file ability to transfer data directly between the disk controllers and network adapters. T h e amount ranges from small transfer buffers to large caches.
system. It also depends on hardware features such as the T = % nd ' Bd or One approach optimizes the file system to handle T = % extremely large accesses, with no reuse or sharing. T h e B*o approach pipes the data from the disk controller directly to the network, or streams it through small memory buffers for speed matching, These tactics minimize overheads for buffer management and data copying.
This approach is used on the CM-5, where I/O operations typically involve all the compute nodes, and the 6le system handles only one such request at a time. Data is striped in 16-byte units-which correspond to the optimal packet size for the network-and an 8-Mbyte buffer marshals data movement. Intel's PFS on the Paragon also does not perform any caching on I/O nodes. PFS transfers disk blocks directly to and from where M,< is the memory size on each 1/0 node.
Tshould be large enough to hide asynchrony among the compute nodes, which sets a lower bound on the amount of memory needed. If no synchronization guarantees can be made, the cache must keep data for a long time so that all participating compute nodes can perform their part of the access. Fortunately, the aggregate behavior of the compute nodes will often exhibit temporal locality of reference in their accesses to files. Combined with prefetching and interprocess locality, such temporal locality of reference will greatly reduce the n average latency of I/O accesses even when the aggregate I/O-node memory is much smaller than the aggregate compute-node memory.
Buffering can be done in any designated memory, not necessarily in the I/O nodes. For example, the Cray X-M P and Y-MP can be configured with solid-state devices (SSDs) that are up to eight times the size of primary memory, and that effectively buffer data on the way to disk. Similarly, the nCube system lets a number of nodes be designated as a RAM disk rather than being used as compute nodes. Such techniques support parallel I/O operations with even less latency than an internal parallel file system, but their cost limits their capacity. MasPar has a large IORAM that buffers between the processor array and the VO devices.
PLACEMENT OF I/O NODES
For a large parallel machine that houses nodes in multiple racks or spatially clusters them, physical and network WO-node placement is important. Physical placement is the node's actual location; network placement is its network port location. shows that a thousand-node mu1
processor is likely to average one fa ure per day.' However, other, no faulty components can mask tht failures. T h e system should designed so that failures do not cat data loss. Furthermore, failures shoi not even make data unavailable, exct for very short intervals. This is important for perm nently resident applications such as parallel databas time-critical programs such as weather forecasting, a checkpoint data of long-running applications. For disk failures, a well-known solution is a M I RAID systems compute the parity of the data stored several disks, and store that parity on another disk. T RAID concept can be applied to a parallel VO system an MPP by computing the parity across U 0 nodes. I , example, the CM-5's scalable file system (sfs-see the sidebar on file systems) uses RAID 3 in software to generate parity across all the disks in a partition of the scalable disk array, with one parity disk and one spare disk. The RAID approach can protect against failures of one or more VO nodes. However, it is expensive both computationally and in communication cost. All file writes result in an update of data stored in two different nodes-the data node and the parity node for the written data. Also, RAID requires a protocol to commit the newly written data, establishing that it is written and parity-protected.
An alternative is to connect each I/O node to a separate, independent RAID. Although this approach does not protect against node failure, it protects against disk failure by up. Each I/O node serves as the main node for one RAID and the backup for another. Also, this solution adds a spare 1/0 node (see Figure 4a) . If an VO node fails, the system is reconfigured by switching a whole set of RAIDs to their backups, and removing the failed node. This node can now be repaired off line. The interconnection-network routing changes accordingly, by changing the mapping of logical U 0 node IDS to physical nodes (see Figure 4b) . T h e dual-ported RAIDs in the Meiko CS-2 connect in this way, but network configuration is not needed because the node mapping is done in software.
This scheme needs only one spare node for the whole system. It provides total reliability and availability in the face of a single failure. T h e system can tolerate multiple disk failures, as long as they occur nection network by eliminating the F~~ physical-placement reconfigurations. messages sent between VO nodes to strategies, calculate the parity. Letting the parity calculation and update be delegated to the RAID nodes in one place
F i k systems and interfaces
concema*ng *e controller, thereby relieving the load on the VO-node CPU.
Helping to meet bandwidth requirements and reducing the number of network ports and disk controllers might also allow more compact packaging ~f the dish, possibly in specialized -bine*'
An internal parallel 1/0 subsystem should have a file system whose semantics and functionality support parallel programs. Parallel file-system interfaces are a t an early stage of that are required to support a given number of disks.
RAID assemblies are becoming widely available for all computing platforms, using standard interfaces such as SCSI. As practically all commercially available MPPs provide 1/0 nodes with SCSI controllers, populating them with RAID is possible. For example, the KSRI system creates a RAID 3 of the five disks attached to each node, using four for data and one for parity. T h e Intel Paragon and IBM SP2 allow multiple RAIDs to be attached to each 110 node. T h e Meiko CS-2 uses dual-ported RAID subsystems with 5 to 20 drives on VO nodes (as opposed to the single SCSI disks used for scratch space on compute nodes).
T h e main drawback of confining each RAID to the disks connected to a single VO node is that it does not protect against I/O-node failure. Reconfiguration to replace the failed U 0 node is not enough, because access to the RAID attached to the failed node will be lost. One solution uses twin-tailed RAIDs, and attaches each RAID to two U 0 nodes: a main node and a backresearch and product development (the "File systems for parallel machines" sidebar lists examples). No standards have evolved yet, and there is some controversy about how best to proceed. We will now summarize some of the current work in this area.
UNIX COMPATIBILITY
Users need high-level interfaces to deal with complex I/O subsystems. T h e most common high-level interfaces are language I/O libraries. MPPs typically implement these libraries on top of Unix or Unix-like V O system calls. At first blush it seems possible to simply use conventional networked Unix file systems, such as the Network File System (NFS) or Andrew File System (AFS). However, distributed file systems like these are designed to run on workstations connected by local area networks, not on MPPs. As a result, they are not adept at handling parallel applications, and often do not provide correct behavior when used by parallel applications. NFS, for example, caches newly written or modified file pages at the client node that performs the write, without imme-diately updating the master copy of the modified pages stored on the file server.8 There is no guarantee that the master copy of the file will be updated consistently. Therefore, if multiple client nodes write the same file-a normal occurrence in parallel programsthe file data will likely be incorrectly updated. AFS provides consistency at the session level, but this too does not solve the problem: the last process to close a file overwrites the updates of all the other processes.8 T o support parallel applications, it is nxessary to introduce parallel access functions and semantics into the system, something Unix does not provide. Typically, this is done at the library level, with the underlying system calls not exposed to the user. Most commercial T o provide some extended parallel file access semantics without deviating too far from the familiar Unix and language I/O library interfaces, some systems let files be placed in certain access modes. Such modes define the interactions among U 0 operations from different processors, and the way that the data is interleaved. File systems such as CM-5 sfs, Express Cubix, and Intel CFS and PFS provide access modes (see the sidebar).
Parallel access modes are not the only deviation from conventional Unix semantics. Some systems introduce 64-bit offsets to support files larger than 2 Gbytes, requiring new interfaces or alternatives for system calls such as seek, and to perform nonstandard functions such as asynchronous I/O. This strategy leads to a user interface that is not supported by other machines, and so is not portable.
Parallel I/O systems have an opportunity to match the data layout with the parallel access patterns. For example, it is possible to partition the file such that each process accesses data residing on a separate I/O node, leading to reduced communication. This option is lost if the application is restricted to using the Unix interface, 
PARALLEL FILE ACCESS
A major problem with the serial semantics of file access occurs in the input or output of partitioned data structures. Many parallel applications use dense, large multidimensional arrays, and partition them among the participating compute nodes. This is the basis of the High Performance Fortran (HPF) data-parallel programming l a n g~a g e .~
For example, a 1,000 x 1,000 matrix might be partitioned into 16 blocks of 250 x 250, with the first compute node working on the first block, the second node on the second block, and so forth. Each compute node stores its block in its local memory. If the whole matrix is then written to file in column-major order (the default for Fortran programs), only the four compute nodes with blocks at the matrix's left edge participate initially. When these four blocks have been written, the next four nodes pickup. In effect, the file's serial nature forces the programmer to serialize the I/O operations.
Serialization can be avoided by having each node access the part of the file that it needs, without undue interaction with the other nodes. nCube and Meiko take this approach. These systems let a file be partitioned in the same way as a data structure is partitioned. Then,
File systems f o r parallel machines -
The following list includes both research prototypes and file systems available from MPP vendors.
Bridge: An experimental system built at Rochester and Duke Universities on a BBN Butterfly. Memory in different compute nodes emulates local disks.' File blocks are declustered in round-robin fashion across all the disks. A set of tools achieves optimal performance for common operations such as copying and sorting files. These tools operate by spawning processes that execute locally on the nodes where the data resides. CM-IT $ s and CMMD: sfs (scalable file system) is a Unix-compatible file system based on the CM-5's scalable disk array.* Data is interleaved in 16-byte units to create a RAID 3 configuration in software. CMMD is a library layered over whatever file systems exist on the compute partition's control processor, including sfs3 sfs and CMMD support conventional Unix VO, with four fileaccess modes. In local mode, accesses from different nodes are completely decoupled from each other. Independent mode is logically like local, but the nodes share all the filedescriptor state except for the seek pointer, to reduce the load on the servers. Synchronous sequential mode interleaves accesses according to the node ID. Synchronous broadcast mode is logically equivalent to one node doing the U 0 for all nodes. Express Cubix: A commercially available library based on experience from the Caltech Cosmic Cube and other multicomputers. Express helps define clear semantics for VO, and is commonly used on distributed-memory machines4 The VO operations are the same as in the base language. Files can be in one of three access modes. Sing1 means that all processors synchronize and take part in common I/O operations, with only one copy of the data in the file itself. Multi means that all processors synchronize and their data is interleaved according to the processor IDS. Async grants uncoordinated access by the different nodes. IBM Vesta: Vesta is an experimental system implemented on the IBM SP1 multicomputer a t IBM Re~earch.~ Vesta interleaves file data across multiple I/O nodes according to user directives, allowthe whole data structure can be read or written in parallel. However, this approach might fragment the data into small contiguous portions being accessed by individual compute nodes, leading to many small accesses. For the example in the previous paragraph, each node would access its block by performing 2SO VO operations of 250 matrix elements each.
One solution is a two-phase strategy that decouples the disk access from the p a r t i t i~n i n g .~ Data is transferred between disks and memory buffers in large sequential blocks. Message passing moves data between these buffers and the compute nodes.
Another approach changes the interface to give users more direct control over layout of file data, so it can be matched to access patterns. This allows integration of the storage hierarchy into the algorithmic design of applications, leading to better use of VO capabilities.l0
Especially important is the capability to perform independent VO operations to the different parallel disks, ing many different logical views of the same data. Files can also be partitioned in various ways, allowing different processors to access disjoint data sets with no mutual interference. T h e Vesta parallel file system provides tools for control over data layout and independent access. In Vesta, a file is not one linear sequence, but is a 2D structure: a set of cells, each of which is a linear sequence stored on a different VO node. Thus, the cells define the degree of parallelism in access to the file. T h e 2D file can be logically partitioned into subfiles containing rows, columns, or blocks of the file, without actually moving any data (see Figure 5 , on p. 46). Subfiles can be opened by different tasks, or they can be shared. In particular, it is possible to define a sequential view of all the file data, leading to a single subfile that is striped across the I/O nodes and shared by all tasks. Also, tasks running on different compute nodes can open subfiles corresponding to different cells (columns), resulting in independent access to different VO nodes.
Pi@
Although this partitioning is functionally similar to n on the OSF/l kernel.* A global file namespace is constructed using a conventional vnode layer. At each node, the file system creates a RAID 3 scheme in groups of five disks, one from each SCSI, with four data disks and one parity disk. MasPar: Part of the Unix-compatible system software. This system is unique in its support for data-parallel pr~gramming.~ Thus, it includes parallel read and write operations that are only executed by processors that are flagged as active for this operation. An offset's rank can determine whether an active processors accesses it, or each processor can specify its offset independently. All processors access the same number of bytes. Meikoparallelfilesystem: Part of the system software on the Meiko CS-2 . This is a layer that converts multiple file systems from different nodes into a single file system. The machine's NFS is specially optimized to use the internal interconnection network hardware, avoiding the multiple protocol layers normally required for Internet Protocol (IP) access. machines." This system lets users specify a mapping function that divides file data among the processors. For example, the file data can be regarded as a matrix in columnmajor order, which can be partitioned in the normal rectilinear ways into columns, rows, or blocks. This mapping is independent of a system-defined mapping function that specifies how the data is interleaved across the disks.
For example, H P F could incorporate persistent matrices. Another possibility is C++ libraries that provide persistent parallel objects and perform operations on them.
For example, application programmers could use a C++ class library that provides persistent matrix objects and operators that act on them. This library would shield programmers from the intricacies of the underlying implementation, and ensure that each programmer does not repeat the relatively hard task of programming to the parallel interfaces. As another example, the Extensible File System (ELFS) allows the definition of parallel file objects, complete with class-specific access methods, caching, and prefetching.' Standardization at this level of interface could allow portability among machines from various manufacturers.
A second major category of interface is the interface for parallel data transfer between MPPs, and the related interface for parallel data transfer between external mass-storage systems and MPPs. As parallel file systems and mass-storage systems both mature, parallel file systems will likely be integrated as the top layer in the mass-storage system hierarchy. So, mass-storage system data movers will, on demand, automatically migrate files or portions of files into and out of the MPP. It is possible to have an integrated system that migrates multi-gigabyte files from tertiary storage into and out of the MPP's parallel file system on demand in an interactive computing environment. However, file system and storage technology is a long way from this goal. An interim goal is to support off-line file migration for batch-submitted jobs requiring large amounts of file I/O, and transparent on-line migration of smaller files for smaller interactive parallel jobs. computer's architecture to get the best performance. Development and adoption of standards for parallel file system and 110 library interfaces will help reduce the programming effort. T h e challenge to M P P system designers is to provide a seamless, efficient parallel 1/0 subsystem that realizes the full potential of parallel computers.
by H. Stephen Morse
Discusses in detail the characteristics of applications and operational environments that will facilitate the transition to parallel processing. The book covers problems and solutions in developing environments for parallel software, porting and developing practical applications, and matching applications to architectures. It features parallel programming issues illustrated with annotated C-based code on several parallel machines, and presents a structured flexible methodology for selecting a parallel machine and integrating it into existing operations. In addition, the text discusses software development issues, including operating systems, debugging, profiling, and benchmarking. 
